A cement factory in Padang, Indonesia and students of architecture and planning looking to put it to new use.
Children playing outside the former Union Carbide factory in Bhopal
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Scenes of forgetting and abandonment at the former Union Carbide factory in Bhopal
Photo by Jan af Geijerstam
A contamination map of Bhopal; the site becomes a document that written over

SpaceMatters’ proposal to clean toxic soil and water using native plants and in-situ technologies at the site of Bhopal Gas Tragedy
Tank 601 from where the Gas leaked
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Soil collected from lynching sites across the America at the National Memorial for Peace and Justice, USA
Indigenous iron making in Madhya Pradesh
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Iron sculptures in memory of those who lost their lives

Source: SpaceMatters
Students at IP Thermal Power Plant and at UCIL, Bhopal
4. Connect Bhopal photo rhizome out to the World.

Make a postcard with all the pictures taken by unit members and Bhopal citizen. Send them out of Bhopal. And extend Bhopal photo rhizome to the world.
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Bhopal 2011 International Workshop & Symposium
www.bhopal2011.in
One of my student taking rest during a site visit